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We present results of the searh for supersolid
4
He using low-frequeny, low-
level mehanial exitation of a solid sample grown and ooled at xed volume.
We have observed low frequeny non-linear resonanes that onstitute anoma-
lous features. These features, whih appear below ∼ 0.8 K, are absent in
3
He.
The frequeny, the amplitude at whih the nonlinearity sets in, and the upper
temperature limit of existene of these resonanes depend markedly on the
sample history.
1. Introdution
The observation of an anomalous behaviour in the moment of inertia of
solid
4
He rst reported by Kim and Chan
1,2
have reently been onrmed by
a number of dierent groups using the same torsional osillator tehnique,
Keiya Shirahama et al. from Keio University,
3
Minoru Kubota et al. from the
University of Kyoto,
4
and Rittner and Reppy from Cornell University.
5
. The
last group however reports a marked dependene of the supersolid response
upon sample annealing.
Other experiments probing the mehanial properties of solid
4
He at
temperatures below 1 K by a number of dierent tehniques have onluded,
with inreasing ertainty as the tehniques were rened, that no d superow
was taking plae on a sale that would math that reported by Kim and Chan
(see
6
and referenes therein). A possible exeption is a reent gravitational
ow experiment onduted on the liquid-solid oexistene urve by Sasaki et
al.
7
We report here measurements of the response of solid
4
He samples to
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Fig. 1. Shemati view of the experimental ell. The exible membrane
makes a partition between the bottom and the top hambers. As shown in
the blown-up view, this membrane is separated by small gaps from the solid
walls in whih the at eletrodynami pikup oil (top) and the apaitor
ounter-eletrode (bottom) are embedded.
low-frequeny, low-level mehanial exitations that were arried out with
the goal of deteting the presene of an eventual supermobile omponent. It
an be expeted that suh a omponent would give rise to a hydrodynami
mode with a lower propagation veloity than that of ordinary (rst) sound.
Suh a mode, if assoiated to a Bose ondensate, should show little internal
damping at low temperature, and, in all likelihood, should display a ritial
veloity above whih the supermobile property breaks down.
2. The experiment
The experimental ell used in these a stress-strain measurements is
built from omponents of the hydromehanial resonator previously used for
phase slippage experiments in the
4
He and
3
He superuids.
8,9
Pressure is applied to the solid by a exible membrane positioned be-
tween two solid walls as shown in Fig.1. The two at ylindrial hambers
above and below the diaphragm have a height of approximately 150 µm and
a diameter of 8 mm. The top hamber is open to the main volume of the
ell by a 0.6 mm diameter ylindrial vent of height 0.5 mm. The bottom
hamber has a larger opening, 1.5 mm in diameter, 5 mm in length. The
path around the ell is ∼ 2.6 m in length. The volume around the ell has
largest dimension 3.5 m. The orresponding λ/2 resonane frequeny for a
longitudinal sound veloity of 440 m/se is 6.3 kHz, whih should x the low
end of the aousti resonane spetrum in the ell.
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Several exible membranes have been used, made of 7.5 µm thik Kapton
oated with a thin superonduting lm of either Al or Nb. The membrane
is eletrostatially atuated by applying between it and ground an a voltage
of up to 7 volts rms superposed to a d bias of typially 150 volts. The
orresponding fore per unit area, of the order of 1 Pa, is muh weaker than
in other experiments probing solid
4
He.
6
The displaement of the diaphragm is measured with an eletrodynami
sensor using a d-SQUID as front-end amplier to ahieve a sensitivity of ∼
10−15 m, signiantly higher than in other attempts to observe supersolidity
in
4
He, apart possibly from torsional osillator experiments.
3. Experimental observations
We have observed low frequeny non-linear resonanes that onstitute
anomalous features in the sense that they appear below a sample-dependent
onset temperature Tr and that their frequenies are too low to be usual
aousti resonanes. These resonanes have not been observed in a pure solid
3
He sample. When the
4
He samples, whih are obtained by ooling along
the melting urve at onstant volume, are grown and ooled very gently,
these resonanes are either weak or even not seen. Eorts to produe
4
He
samples that would show reproduible features in a reproduible manner have
so far failed. In all likelihood, the solid sample ends up at low temperature
badly fratured, whih greatly aets its low-frequeny stress-strain response.
Slowly raising and lowering the temperature while remaining in the hp phase
hanges, or even suppresses, these resonanes.
Suh a resonane is shown in Fig.3. The displaement of the exible
membrane when the frequeny is swept through resonane at onstant exi-
tation drive level is plotted in terms of the frequeny (i) for various temper-
atures (left frame) at the ×70 drive level; (ii) for various drive levels at 12.6
mK (right frame). When the temperature is raised, the resonane amplitude
dereases, the width inreases and the frequeny shifts upward. At 90 mK,
the resonane features are lost in the baseline orretions unertainties; the
resonane disappears ompletely above 90 mK.
When the drive level inreases, the resonane amplitude also inreases
but not in proportion to the drive, the resonane frequeny shifts downward
in frequeny, the width inreases and the shape beomes distorted. The non-
linear behaviour does not appear to set in very abruptly. At low drive level
and low temperature, the resonane is fairly sharp, with a quality fator Q
of the order of 100.
The data shown in Fig. 3. were obtained after a fast ooldown from
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Fig. 2. (left) Resonane amplitude, orreted for the baseline, approximately
in Angström with an unertainty of less than 30%, vs frequeny, in Hz, for
several temperatures. The bottom urves are at 90, 100, 110, and 120 mK
and no resonane an be separated from noise and baseline orretion errors;
(right) Resonane amplitude, orreted for the baseline, divided by drive
amplitude in arbitrary units vs frequeny, in Hz, for the relative drive levels
×1, ×5, and ×70. Sharp glithes due to spurious noise an be seen in both
frames. The left frame is for the highest exitation level.
1 K. The solid was formed by the bloked apillary method starting from
a pressure of 47 bars at a temperature of 2.3 K with nominal purity
4
He
ontaining typially 1 part in 107 of 3He impurities. Besides the resonane
at 524 Hz shown in the gure, weaker resonanes were also seen at 593, 808,
924, 1088, and 1392 Hz. These resonanes are attahed to a partiular sample
onguration and usually remain unhanged as long as the temperature is
kept well below 1 K although some slow relaxation was oasionally observed
at low temperature. Raising the temperature above 1 K and ooling again
gives a dierent sample onguration, resulting in a dierent set of resonane
frequenies and a dierent onset temperature. Low frequeny resonanes
have been observed up to above 700 mK. When ooling very slowly from 1.5
K, these features are either weak or ompletely absent.
4. Disussion
The sample-history dependene of the low-frequeny resonanes is most
probably linked to the polyrystalline state that forms in the solid when
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it is ooled in the xed volume ontainer. Thermal gradients develop and
the solid sample breaks under thermal stress. Annealing beomes very slow
below ∼ 1.2 K and the defets reated during the ool-down remain frozen.
It has been known for some time
10
that layers of superuid liquid persist
at pressures up to 50 bars in very small pores of Vyor glass while two
amorphous solid layers are adsorbed on the glass surfae and solid forms in
the bulk of the pores. This type of interfaial superuidity has been observed
by Yamamoto et al.
11
in pores as small as 2.5 nm, in whih superuidity has
been observed up to 35 bars at low temperature.
It has been suggested by Beamish
12
and by Dash and Wettlaufer
13
that suh superuid layers may provide mehanial deoupling between the
4
He solid and the torsional osillator walls and be a possible explanation
for experiments of Kim and Chan.
1,2
This slip mehanism would however
not explain why defets in the bulk of the rystal sample appear to play an
important role in the moment-of-inertia anomaly.
5
A number of authors have pointed out that a perfet rystal an not
possess o-diagonal long range order, a result established by Penrose and
Onsager in 1952.
14
It was then speulated that the superuid layers forming
at the grain boundaries in a polyrystalline sample ould play a major role
in the supersolidity.
15,16,17
It seems quite possible that the stress-strain anomalies of solid
4
He
formed at onstant volume reported here are related to the existene of pre-
melted superuid lms at grain boundaries. Aording to Dash and Wett-
laufer, the non-rystalline interfae between grains may have a thikness of
4∼8 atomi layers.
13
A fration only of these layers forms a 2D-superuid,
the rest being amorphous solid. A Kosterlitz-Thouless transition tempera-
ture TKT ∼ 0.1 K in
4
He lm at saturated vapour pressure would orrespond
to an equivalent superuid fration of 3% of an atomi layer.
18
The ritial
veloity of suh a dilute 2D-superuid is in the range of a few m/s.
19
If a-
tual superow is thought to take plae, this would imply that there are many
interfaes in parallel and that the grains are very small, in the range of 1 to
10 µm in size. In suh a ase, the properties of this solid-superuid slurry
would be more homogeneous than the wide variation of resonane frequenies
and onset temperatures would let think.
If there are indeed fewer rystallites, the pressure hange indued by the
membrane an still be transmitted in the superuid layers by fourth sound,
the veloity of whih is, at low temperature, of the order of the rst sound
veloity in the bulk. In the very dilute Bose ondensate, rst sound veloity
is low. It is expressed in terms of the sattering length a0 and the ondensate
number density n0 by c = (2pi~/m4)
√
n0a0/pi, ~ being the Plank onstant
and m4 the atomi mass of
4
He.
20
Taking a0 of the order of the hard ore
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radius of the
4
He atomi potential (2.5 Å) yields an estimate of 27 m/s for
the layer in whih 3 % of the atoms are in the ondensate, a value low enough
to aount for the observed resonanes. The frequeny also depends on the
geometry of the atual path between grains. So far, no systemati pattern
of behaviour for frequenies and ritial temperatures has emerged in our
experiments.
To onlude, we have observed low frequeny resonane modes that de-
pend on the presene of defets in the solid
4
He sample. This observation
brings evidene that there exists a omponent of the sample that transmits
low veloity, low dissipation pressure waves through the sample. The super-
uid layers that are believed to oat the grain boundaries may onstitute
suh a omponent.
We aknowledge useful orrespondene with John Reppy and Sébastien
Balibar.
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